Abstract-In this paper, a two-dimensional statistical model for a single cathode spot of vacuum arc with copper cathode has been established to simulate its random walk and retrograde motion under external transverse magnetic field. In this preliminary work, a parameter, k, which was not yet related with the strength of applied transverse magnetic field in present work, was used to denote the different probabilities of cathode spot motion in Amperes direction and retrograde direction. With this model, the distribution of the probability density of cathode spot occurring in different area on cathode surface was simulated at different arcing time.
I INTRODUCTION
The essential characteristic of cathode spot (CS) of vacuum arc is its random walk resembling a Brownian motion on cathode surface without any external disturbances, whereas, in a transverse magnetic field (TMF), a tendency of orientational motion will superpose over the random walk. The macroscopical directional motion opposite to the Amperian direction is called as retrograde motion. The retrograde motion of cathode spot is the most mysterious phenomenon of vacuum arc, which is not yet clear. In spite of the unclearness of the exact mechanism of CS retrograde motion, based on a substantial number of theoretical and experimental investigations, it is most likely that the retrograde motion of CS is related with the unsymmetrical change of the local environment very near the cathode surface, e.g., the shift of positive space charges [1] [2] , or the change of conductivity [3] . Comparing with numerous theoretical researches on the mechanism of retrograde motion, relatively few efforts have been devoted to the statistical modeling and simulation of retrograde motion. Even so, it is a very important approach to understand the phenomenon comprehensively since the random walk is the essential characteristic of CS. It has been experimentally investigated that even in a very strong TMF (1T) that the random walk, even the Amperian motion was also observed instead of continuous retrograde motion [4] .
To describe the isotropic random walk of a free burning CS with various cathode materials, J. E. Daalder [5] deduced a one-dimensional (1-D) Rayleigh function from a two-dimensional (2-D) probability density function, which was verified by experiments. In the research of C. M. Care [6] , the step motion of CS in both TMF and axial magnetic field (AMF) was treated as a Markov process. And a relatively complex equation in the form of Fokker-Planck equation was derived leaving some parameters to be decided from experiments, e.g., the characteristic time and length of CS motion.
The present work was enlightened by the research of J. E. Daalder [5] . A simple statistical model was developed to simulate the coupled effect of random walk and directional retrograde motion. Consequently, the 1-D probability density function was extended to be 2-D. In this preliminary research, some simulation results were presented with some parameters to be decided by further investigation.
II. THE TWO-DIMENSIONAL STATISTICAL MODEL OF CATHODE SPOT MOTION
The schematic diagram of the physical model is shown in Fig. 1 , where y-axis was chosen to be along the direction of TMF, and CS was assumed to be at the origin of coordinate at the beginning of arcing time (t = 0). With above configuration, the retrograde motion would be in the direction of negative x-axis (0=1800). It was further assumed that the probability density on x-axis and y-axis was independent. Then the total probability density f(x,y) could be written as (1) . The motion of CS was treated as a sequence of step--by-step jump in x and y direction with a characteristic step length s, and a characteristic time interval T, which were taken from [5] in present model, i.e., s = 6.6x10-6m, and T = 6.7 x I W8s . Strictly speaking, s and T, which are typically the CS radius for continuous CS motion on clean cathode surface, and the life cycle of a CS, respectively, are related with applied TMF. So, further theoretical and experimental research is needed to complement the model.
In Fig. 1 , Px, and qx is the probability of a step in positive x-axis, and negative x-axis, respectively. Similar definition was adopted for py and qy. Apparently, (2) must be met. pxq +q = 1; py +qy= 1 (2) ( r < r < r2 ; 0O < q < 0, ) was calculated by (9) with numerical integration. And the normalization condition was satisfied as shown in (10).
fT f f(r, 0) rdrdO 1 (10)
CS motion along y-axis was assumed to be an undisturbed isotropic random walk, which means py=qy= 12.
After n steps (t = nT), the probability density, with which one can find the CS near any location on cathode surface with ordinate of y, can be described as (3) [7] , provided n is large enough, where a = s2/T .
2at) The TMF applied along positive y-axis will result in different probabilities in each step along x-axis, that is the probability (qx) to jump in retrograde direction (negative x-axis) will be higher than the probability (Px) in Amperian direction (positive x-axis). In present model, the difference between qx and px was denoted by a parameter, k (k > 1). The relation between qx and Px could be written as (4) . In the case of pure random walk without TMF, k = 1. Taking into account the constraint condition (2), qx and Px could be written as (5) with k as a parameter. It should be noted that in this paper, only some typical values of k were chosen for simulation. In fact, k is closely related with the strength of TMF (Be). So, further experiments will be conducted to investigate the relation between Bt and k. qx = kx pX =I/(l+k) ; qy =kl(l+k) ( 
4) (5)
The probability density in x direction could be deduced as shown in (6) At first, to verify the model and the accuracy of numerical integration, simulation was carried out with k = 1. In this case, the motion of CS should be isotropic random walk, which means the probability density distribution function should be independent of 0. Therefore, f(r, 0) could be reduced to f(r), which is shown in Fig. 2 at different arcing time. It can be seen that due to the isotropic random walk, f(r) was symmetrical about r = 0, where it had the maximum value. With the increase of arcing time, f(r) was broadened to large radial position with the decrease of the maximum value.
According to (1) , the total probability density distribution function could be written as (7). f (x, y) = (1+ k)/ (4zat,fk). 8) The probability to find CS in a giving region The probability distribution (F(r) ) was shown in Fig. 3 . The value of F(r) at any position was calculated by (11), where Ar is the classical interval of 0.1mm [5] . It can be seen that the calculated F(r) distribution agreed well with the experimental results [5] . From Fig. 3 , one can see that with arcing time elapsing, the maximum value of F(r) moves outward. It indicates the CS motion moving away from the original position. It was the case corresponding to the CS motion in a weak TMF, which also means a weak tendency of retrograde motion. The radial distribution of f(r, 0) at different arcing time was shown in Fig. 4 with 0 as a parameter. It can be seen that f(r, 0) was no longer symmetrical about r = 0 due to the superimposing of retrograde motion, which also leads to the maximum value of f(r, 0) to appear in retrograde direction (0 = 180 ), and to decrease with smaller 0 (larger deviation from retrograde direction). With the increase of k, the tendency of retrograde motion was enhanced. It can be seen from the distribution of f(r, 0), and F(O) shown in Fig. 6, and Fig. 7 , respectively. Comparing Fig. 6 , and Fig. 7 with Fig. 4 , and Fig. 5 , one can see that the curves of both f(r, 0), and F(O) were significantly constricted towards retrograde direction. In Fig. 7, F(O) only occupied a small region of about 10°(175°< 0 < 185 ). And the maximum probability near 0 = 180°(F(180') ) increased remarkably, e.g., at t =90.8ps, F(180') increased from about 1.2% as k =1.1 to about 17% as k =5. In other words, as k = 5, one has much higher probability to find more notable retrograde motion. can be drawn on this paper.
(1) The inherent characteristic of CS, i.e., the random walk, has significant influence on the macro motion of CS, particularly, in relatively weak TMF. The broad distribution of f (r, 0) , and F(O) may lead to different observation and understanding in different experiments.
(2) With the increase of TMF, which is denoted by k in the model, the influence of random walk will be weakened, whereas, the probability to find more notable retrograde motion will increase.
In present theoretical investigation, three important parameters, s, T, and k, were not yet related with the strength of applied TMF. There are some literatures regarding the characteristic step length, s, and the characteristic time interval, T, in TMF. We are preparing to conduct some experiments to investigate the relation between k and TMF strength to complement and validate the model.
